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February 28, 

2006 The New 

Republic 

pro-

motes 

Franklin 

Foer, au-

How many uses can you find for a 
magazine? NYRM canvassed people
across the nation and came up with 
88 answers, ranging from the
practical to the downright strange. 

1. Kid’s booster chair
2. Collage
3. Origami
4. Paper airplane
5. Make into boxes
6. Ransom note
7. Flyswatter
8. Way to pick up guys/girls  
9. Coaster 
10. Poster material

11. Bathroom wallpaper 
12. Gift wrap
13. Bludgeon
14. Sit on it when you don’t 
want to get your bum dirty
15. Tuck under dorm-room 
doors to keep smoke from seep-
ing out
16. Inspiration for haircuts

17. Pack the family crystal
18. Wrap fish
19. Bullhorn
20. Toilet paper
21. Rain hat
22. Garbage can 
protector
23. Fire starter 
24. Pillow
25. Liner for a dog cage
26. Makeshift window shade 
27. Stuffing for a bra

28. Stuffing for boots 
to keep them stand-
ing tall
29. Fold to make a 
sheath for a knife
30. Keep window 

from rattling
31. Roll pages up to make neck-
lace beads

32. CD cover
33. Make into envelope

34. Build a magazine fort
35. Slide under jar to trap insects and bats
36. Splint to immobilize broken arm (as 
noted in the Red Cross Lifeguard 
Manual) 
37. Make a Halloween costume
38. Kitty litter
39. Confetti
40. Paper maché
41. Rip it up and make a 
trail in the woods so you don’t 
get lost
42. Welcome mat
43. Bookmark
44. Place prominently on coffee table to 
impress your friends
45. Save them in stacks “for later” 
46. Stocking stuffers
47. Throw at bad comedians 
48. Doorstop
49. Strap to shoes to disguise footprints 
50. Drop from tall building “just for fun”
51. Dustpan
52. Baseball bat 
53. Makeshift basketball to shoot hoops
54. Pick up dog poop
55. Textbook cover
56. Use as sleep mask when the plane doesn’t 
give you one
57. Hide porn (New Yorker on the outside, 

Playboy on the inside)
58. Clean your nails 
59. Disposable sled 
60. Cut pictures of models 
out to put in frames 
around the house and 
call them good friends 
or relatives
61. Earplugs

62. Paintbrush
63. Plate
64. Self-promotion (see 
Oprah and Martha)
65. Tube for blow darts
66. Telescope
67. Notepad
68. Fan

69. Spitball ammo
70. Scraper to remove 
snow from your windshield

71. Cut out paper doll clothes
72. Potholder 
73. Scrap paper
74. To even out the legs on a 

table
75. Stack a bunch, put a tablecloth over it 

and don’t worry about buying a coffee 
table
76. Wave it in the air to 
make political points
77. Fold it up and wedge 
in doorframe to keep doors 
from locking behind you
78. Frisbee
79. Roll it up and use as a pointer 
80. Use to build up mulch in a garden
81. Funnel 
82. Put in bundles and use as a ballast to 
weigh the back of your car down so it doesn’t 
slip so easily in the snow ... 
83. Or put under wheels for traction
84. Paper-train animals

85. Spank kids or dogs
86. Deflect knife attack
87. Procrastination tool
88. Read?

awards ultimately 
weren’t enough to 
stave off the number 

crunchers.February 22, 
2006 Court docu-
ments reveal that 

magazine” that 

can be down-

loaded onto 

iPods.

February 14, 

2006 Budget 

Living doesn’t 

feel the love this 

Valentine’s Day, as 

founder and CEO 

Don Welsh folds the 

three-year-old guide 

to living (not so) 

cheaply. Its various 

Michael Caruso’s 

departure from Men’s 

Journal was not quite 

as voluntary as it 

seemed—the maga-

zine’s former edi-

tor-in-chief files suit 

against Jann Wenner 

and his company, 
claiming that Wenner wanted to 
replace 44-year-old 
Caruso with some-
one younger.

This Magazine Can Save Your Life
(See numbers 36, 41 and 86)

By JENNA FISHER


